Introduction.
We investigate the structure of unbounded completely positive linear maps on a C*-algebra A. Our work generalises that of Combes [3] and van Daele [15] from scalar valued weights to operator valued ones. Haagerup [9] has also introduced a notion of an operator valued weight, which can be described as an unbounded conditional expectation. We note that an operator valued weight in the sense of Haagerup is automatically completely positive by an extension of [9, Lemma 4.5] .
Recently, various authors [10, 11, 12, 13] with different applications in mind, have considered Stinespring-like constructions for certain positive definite operator-valued functions on involutive algebras. Rieffel [13] generalised the notion of a conditional expectation on C*-algebras, and used their Stinespring representations to formulate a theory of induced representations of C*-algebras. In [11, 12] Powers defined an unbounded ^representation of an involutive algebra, and obtained a Stinespring-decomposition with an unbounded ^representation for a completely positive linear map on a *-algebra with identity. Paschke [10] has also studied completely positive maps on *-algebras, and obtained the Stinespring decomposition for such a map on a unital *-algebra which is linearly spanned by its unitaries.
In §2 we construct the Stinespring representation for an unbounded completely positive linear map a on A, and begin an analysis of the natural order structure for such maps. In particular we study the family 8F of bounded, completely positive, linear maps majorised by a. In §3, when a has dense domain, we are concerned with the construction of a 326 DAVID E. EVANS largest operator valued weight a 0 majorised by α, and with the property that it is the upper envelope of continuous completely positive linear maps. The fourth section deals with the quasi-equivalence, equivalence and type of the Stinespring representation associated with operator valued weights, whilst in §5 we see how this study carries over to the enveloping von Neumann algebra. We then study in §6 an unbounded completely positive linear map a with dense domain which is left invariant by a group G of *-automorphisms of A, parallel to [15] for scalar valued weights. We construct a G-invariant projection map φ' of the set 3* of continuous completely positive linear maps dominated by α, onto the set 2F Q of G-invariant elements of 9*. This is used to derive various properties of the upper envelope of & 0 .
We have left Hahn-Banach type considerations as in [3, Lemma 1 .5] for further study.
H will always denote a hilbert space, B(H) the W*-algebra of all bounded linear maps on H, and T(H) its predual, the Banach space of all trace class operators on H.
The order structure for unbounded completely positive linear maps.
We first define an unbounded completely positive map on a C*-algebra, which we wish to regard as an operator valued weight.
Let A be a C*-algebra. If S is any subset of A, we denote SΠΛ + by S + . We recall that a face of A + is a convex hereditary subcone of A + , where a subset 5 of A + is said to be hereditary ifO^x^y, yES, JCEA implies that x E S. If F is a face of A + , then lin F is a *-subalgebra TO of A, and TO
A subalgebra TO of A such that TO = lin TO + and TO + is a face of A + , is said to be a facial subalgebra of A. For details on these matters see [4, 6] .
It is convenient to introduce some more notation. We let M n denote the C*-algebra of all n x n matrices over the complex numbers. If S is a subset of a C*-algebra A, let S n , for each n ^ 1, denote the subset of A 0 M n consisting of all n x n matrices over S i.e.
S n = {[a,]: a ιf (Ξ S, ί^ij^n}.
If a is a linear map with domain Wl = Wl a on a C*-algebra A into another C*-algebra JB, let a n be the induced linear map with domain W n , by applying a elementwise to each matrix over TO. We then say that a is completely positive if i) TO is a facial-subalgebra of A. ii) Given any n ^ 1, α f -G 9? α = L(3K β ) for i = l,2, --,n then α n [α*α ; ] = [α(α*α ; )]^Oin B n .
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We denote by φ(A, B) all (possibly unbounded) completely positive linear maps from the C*-algebra A into B. We let cp(A H) denote cp (A,B(H) We are grateful to M. D. Choi [2] for providing us with a proof of the first part of the following proposition. We give an alternative proof which allows us to deduce the second part simultaneously. PROPOSITION Proof Suppose JCE(3K,) + . Then x = xh\ where x'GL(3Jl n ) = L0SJt) n . Hence x is a finite sum of at most n terms of the form [α*αj where a x E L (2TC) = 9? β .
Note that if a is as in the above proposition, then (a n ) m = a nm . Thus a is completely positive iff a n is completely positive for all n. REMARK 2.3. We now show how operator valued maps on facial subalgebras of C*-aIgebras naturally arise. Consider the following definition of Haagerup: DEFINITION 2.4. [9] . Let M be a von Neumann algebra and M* its predual. The extended positive part of M is defined as the set of functions m : Ml -> [0, oo) satisfying 1) m(λφ) = λm(φ), Vφ ^M%, Having made these preliminary remarks, we now sketch our construction of the Stinespring representation. Let A be a C*-algebra, and a<Ξcp(A; H). Define 9? α = L.(2ft α ). We define a bilinear form ( , ) on the algebraic tensor product %l a Q H as follows: 
lies in cp(A H).
With this order structure on cp(A\H) we can show the following theorem, which generalises [15, Lemma 2.3] for scalar valued weights, and [1] for bounded completely positive maps on C*-algebras. It gives one side of a Radon Nikodym story. As we shall see in §6, the converse is trickier. 
= {β(y*x)γ,η).
If also 2 £ Λ, then
Thus Teττ a (A)'.
If z e A, x e 9? α , γ G H, Hence Λ p 9ϊ α QH is stable for τr ? and defines a projection P in π β (A)', and a subrepresentation π β of π^ We now show that the partial isometry W gives an equivalence between P and the support of T\ (which is the same as that of T).
Since Γ*Λ β $β α Θ H is dense in the support of Γ; W gives the equivalence between π° and π°β.
In the theory of scalar valued weights, progress has been made by studying the bounded positive linear functionals dominated by a given weight [3, 15] . In order to develop our theory of operator valued weights we find it convenient to introduce some more definitions. The next lemma can be proved by developing the arguments in [15, Lemma 2.3] , to which it reduces if H = C. LEMMA Proof. Let w G ^. Then there is a T w in ττ β (A)' by Theorem 2.5 such that 0 ^ T w ^ 1 and (w(x*x)γ,γ> = <T w Λ β x(g)γ,Λ β JC (8) i.e. w < α, and w E ^. REMARK 2.9. In the situation of Proposition 2.8, we note the following:
A is a C*-algebra, and a E cp(A H). Then X is a left ideal in
(a) 3ίf=7r α (A)' iff α coincides on W a with an element of CP(A H).
(b) If also Ti a is norm dense in A, and iv G ^, then A w 3l a OH is dense in ® w . Thus by applying 2.5 to the pair (α, w), and if T is the operator defined there, π w is a representation of A equivalent with a subrepresentation of π α defined by the support of T.
We also observe the following, which is well known in the bounded case [1] and for weights [15, Proposition 2.5]. PROPOSITION 
Let Abe a C*-algebra and a E cp(A H) such that yR a is norm dense in A, and & contains a nonzero element. Then π a is irreducible iff a is the restriction to Wl a of a pure element w of CP(A H). If there exists an additive, positive homogenous map β: A + -^> B(H)+ such that β = a and x -» β(x)φ is lower semicontinuous on A + for each φ in T(H)
+ , then a = w.
3. Upper envelopes and e -filtering families of bounded CP linear maps. Throughout this section, A denotes a C*-algebra, and H a hilbert space. If a E cp(A H), we will be concerned with the construction of a largest operator valued weight a 0 majorised by α, and with the property that it is the upper envelope of continuous CP linear maps. There arises a natural property of & called "e-filtrating" by Combes [3] in the scalar case. When H = C, the following reduces partly to [3, Lemma 1.9] and is proved but not stated by [15] . PROPOSITION Since 5ίf is a left ideal in τr α (A)\ we can get S Eί 3{ by [7, Lemma 3.1] such that (1 -6)5^5, ^ 5*5 ^ 1 for i = 1, 2.
If a E cp(A; H) such that Wl a is dense in Λ,
Let wEf be the element determined by 5 according to 2.8. Then for all x } E 9? α , γ, G H, / = 1, , n Σ (1 -eKwKx*^)^, γ 7 ) = (1 -β) J5, (λ Σ *, ®
Since 3l a is dense in Λ, we deduce (1 -e)w t < w i = 1, 2. Now define Wl ai = 3K and α^x) = α(x)-α o (^) for JC in 3ft. Then α > «! > 0 and α = a 0 + «]. Let w E CP(Λ //) such that w < αj. Then w < α, hence wGf so that w < α 0 , and 2vv < a. Similarly nw < a, Vn. Hence w = 0, since 9ft = Iin9ft + and 9ft is dense in A.
The Stinespring representation.
We will now study quasi-equivalence, equivalence and the type of representations associated with various operator valued weights. All the results of this section are operator valued versions of those in [3, 2.6-2.17 ] for the case of [0,o°] valued weights. Again A denotes a C*-algebra. 
It is clear that an element of cp(A H) can be in the closure of a family in CP(A //), which it dominates, without being its upper envelope.
If a is the upper envelope of an e-filtering family F in CP(A if), then a belongs to the closure of F for the topology of simple convergence. In particular if a E cp(A H) with 3J? α dense in Λ, then α 0 belongs to the closure of 9* a for the topology of simple convergence. (A H) . Then E = {xE Π W aι : 3A < oo s.t. Σja t (x) ^ A1 for all finite subsets / C /} is a face in A + and hence is the positive part of a facial subalgebra Έt in A. If x E E, Σ ιeI aXx) exists as an ultraweak limit, and we define this limit to be a '(x) .
LEMMA 4.2. Let a E cp(A; H) and cp(A ;H)D F, a family majorised by a. If w E F, /eί
Let a be the unique linear extension of a' to Tt. Then a>Σja t for all finite subsets / of /, and in particular aE cp(A H). We write a = Σ ιGί α,.
(Alternatively, we could consider (Σά;)). Proof, (i) => (ii). Let {w,: i E /} be a family in CP(A H) such that a=Σw t and w (^0 , V/. Then by 2.5 for each / in I, π Wj is equivalent to a subrepresentation of π β . If a is factorial, π Wj is factorial for all /, and quasi equivalent to π a .
(ii) φ (i). If {iv,: / E /} is a family of quasi equivalent factorial maps in CP(A H), then φ π Wι is factorial. If a = Σ w,, a is factorial by Proposition 4.9. Now suppose a is of type I.
(ii) => (iii). Let {vv ; : / E /} be a family of quasi equivalent factorial maps in CP(A H). For each / in I, π w , is factorial of type I. We can decompose π Wί as a sum of irreducible representations , w k are quasi equivalent and pure, they are equivalent by [8, 5, 3, 3] , (iii) φ (ii) is trivial.
5. Von Neumann algebras. We now wish to see how our study of the representations of operator valued weights carries over to the enveloping von Neumann algebra. It is natural to include here the following operator valued version of [3, Lemma 4.3] concerning scalar valued weights. PROPOSITION 
Let M be a von Neumann algebra, and a E cp(M] H). Then π a is normal iff z -» a(x*zx) is normal for each x in 31 a . In which case, if B denotes the norm closure of Wl a , then every element of CP(B; H) majorised by α, is the restriction to B of a normal element in CP(M H).
We then define cp w (M; H) to be the set of a in cp(M; H) such that π a is normal, and CP
W (M\ H) = CP(M\ H) Π cp w (M; H).
Let A be a C*-algebra. If w E CP(A H), there exists an unique CP linear extension w to A the enveloping von Neumann algebra. The support s w of vv is called the enveloping support of w, and sc w denotes the central support of s w in A. 1 -sc w is the largest projection in ker w. If vv b vv 2 are two such maps, they give quasi equivalent representations iff sc wi = sc^. We wish to extend this for unbounded completely positive maps, and in this way our results 5.2-5.5 generalise [3, 4.8-4.11] concerning scalar valued weights. Suppose that F C CP(A H) is an 6-filtering family, and β given by is the associated cp additive, positive homogeneous map from A + into B(H)X. Put a = β. Then F = {w: w E F} is e-filtering, and define j8: (A ) + -^B(H); by φ E
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We define a = (β). 6. Invariant completely positive maps. Our investigation of the structure of operator valued weights now proceeds by studying those completely positive maps which are invariant under a group of *-automorphisms of the algebra. This work is an extension of van Daele's. If we take the hilbert space H to be one dimensional, then our operator valued results 6. 1 and 6.3-6.17 Following van Daele's one dimensional theory [15] , we will construct a_unique normal G-invariant projection map φ of the ultraweak closure f{ of yC onto the ultraweak closure 3? 0 of 5Γ 0 , and which projects % onto 3ίfo, and 3{*3£ onto jf{%3ί {) . It will then be possible to define a unique G-invariant projection map φ' oΐSF onto 3F Q , which is BW continuous [1] on bounded sets. Let a Ecp(A H) be G-invariant. We will denote by E o the projection onto the fixed points in $ β . Then
Moreover there exists a net of convex combinations {Σλ'(g)ί/ g } geG converging strongly to E o . We can then show that if SG3ίf, converges strongly to an operator φS in 3£ 0 . The arguments of [15, Prop. 3.2] REMARK 6.9. It is clear from 4.2 that a belongs to the closure of 3F (respectively 3F 0 ) for the topology of simple convergence iff F = 1 (F o = 1 respectively). If a belongs to the closure of 2F for the topology of simple convergence, it does not follow that a always belongs to the closure of ^0 for the topology of simple convergence. See [15, 5.2] where F = 1, but F o = 0. Our next results concern a study of the upper envelope a 0 constructed in 6.6, and the relation σf the existence of fixed points in 5ί α to the existence of fixed points in 9*. This is the case if A is a von Neumann algebra. In the C*-algebra situation, the first part of the following theorem, when G is the identity automorphism, gives a partial converse to 2.5. 
For any β in cp(A H) with β < α, and β \ ma belonging to the closure of a family Ή of G-inυariant elements of CP(A H) majorised by β \m a , there exists an operator T in π a (A)\ 0 ^ T ^ F o , and

